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Applications for living in the EcoHouse are now
open! The EcoHouse is a living learning community

for people with a strong interest in sustainability and

practicing a sustainable lifestyle. Leo Kohorst, a

current resident of the EcoHouse, said this

experience has changed his intake of water and

electricity, and has encouraged him to make more

home cooked meals and be aware of where his food

is coming from. The EcoHouse is a place to live with

like-minded individuals who are passionate about

sustainability. Getting to know other people who

shared his interests in sustainability has made living

in the house even more impactful for Leo. He has

learned a lot from his roommates. 

The EcoHouse also provides an opportunity for

students to further their education in sustainability

issues through sustainability-focused projects. Leo

focused on creating a bat house for the backyard of

the EcoHouse in hopes to control the large bug

population. He also created material for future

EcoHouse residents about bat house maintenance. 
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Eco House Residents Share Practices and Projects  

We are excited to announce that Concordia

has received a silver STARS rating, moving

the college up from its previous two bronze

ratings. STARS is a comprehensive

sustainability rating system for colleges and

universities that addresses the

environmental, social, and economic

dimensions of sustainability. The STARS

rating system is administered by the

Association for the Advancement of

Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE).

This rating is a great achievement for the

college and is a tangible way to

demonstrate the intentional work that is

being done day in and day out to make out

college more sustainable. This rating

reflects the work of hundreds of individuals

from Facilities Management and Dining

Services to Orientation and Academic

Affairs. With this rating, Concordia becomes

one of five colleges in the state to have an

active STARS rating at or above Silver.

Shooting for the STARS

Concordia Bike Efforts Awarded

result of our continued community partnership with

Partnership 4 Health, a local public health

organization that is an advocate for biking and

supports our efforts by guiding our application

process.

This February, the

League of American

Bicyclists announced

that Concordia was

awarded a Silver Bicycle

Friendly University

rating. Efforts such as

COBBikes, bike parking,

access to biking

information, and

programming on

campus have lead to

this great achievement!

This progress is also the

Living in the EcoHouse allows students to

explore diverse sustainability issues and

integrate those practices into their daily life.



Carbon Free Concordia Collaborative makes

progress during their second meeting of the

academic year! David Kelm, the leader of these

meetings emphasized the importance of having

discussions about reducing Concordia’s carbon and

involving student voices. Kelm hopes that the CFCC

will become a staple student organization with

strong engagement from students who bring ideas

on potential carbon reducing methods. The CFCC

relies on a continuous flow of ideas from students

to bolster discussion. The goal is to push ideas

toward implementation, which results from the

collaboration of students wishing to see these ideas

become reality.

The CFCC is a place for students to work together

and take practical steps to, not only engaging with

carbon reducing ideas, but continuing that

collaboration to make these ideas real practices

that can be implemented. Tune in to the next

CFCC meeting to learn what ideas are in the works!  

Our Sustainability Spotlight is Kyle Little! Kyle is

a junior majoring in Biology and

Environmental Studies. He is involved in

Concert Choir, Voce Hominum, and Concordia

Outdoor Recreation Club (CORC). Kyle most

enjoys discussions around the climate change

crisis and its broad reaching effects. When it

comes to these effects of climate change, he

points out that those in rural communities, like

his hometown, might not experience them

directly which could lead to less belief of

climate change overall. 

Kyle believes that any person, regardless of any

background in sustainability, can be a major

player in the fight against climate change. He

thinks that by learning about sustainability,

anyone can alter their daily routines and have

a great impact through intentional changes.

Since sustainability has ties to almost every

part of life, it’s easy to get involved! Paul

Nicklen and Christina Mittermeier are some

conservationists and to Kyle, great inspirational

figures. Kyle’s experience with sustainability

shows that anyone can get involved starting

with education on these issues.

Coming up!

Concordia College Sustainability

Follow Us!
Race to Zero Waste - Happening Now through March

30 Days of Biking Competition w/ MSUM - Month of April

Earth Week - April 19-23

Sustainability Intern Applications open March 1st

Sustainability Student

Leader Highlight:  

Kyle Little 

@cordsustainability

The CFCC Looks to Make

Change on Campus

Don’t forget to use Green to Go containers -  
now available in the Maize! Just request a
Green to Go container, pay a one time five

dollar fee and you have a new reusable
container ready to go! 

Applications for summer and academic year (2021-

22) Sustainability Student Internships will be open

March 1 - March 26. Apply through Handshake.

Apply to be a Sustainability Intern

Race to Zero Waste has officially begun at

Concordia! As part of a nationwide competition,

Concordia students are working to reduce their

waste and learn more about sustainable practices!

Students can practice waste reduction by

adopting easy every day habits like the use of a

reusable water bottle, taking notes on a computer

rather than a notebook, and many more! Race to

Zero Waste encourages all members of the

Concordia community to learn about the impact

of the waste they produce and how reducing and

recycling can benefit our planet. Be on the look out

for fun events as a part of Race to Zero Waste!

The Race to Zero Waste is in

Full Swing


